
Midnight,
the bat

Difficulty
Beginner +

© O’Kryn Plush, 2018-21. Any reproduction, distribution, resale or commercial use of this pattern and its instructions are 
prohibited. This pattern is only for personal use.  
Don’t throw caution to the wind, the designer wears a witch hat. 

 
Collection

Mystery and 
furdrop

Final size: 25 x 35 cm - 10’ by 14’
Modèle Minuit 2.2

A4 Print Format
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Impressum 
This document is protect to French copyright. Any fraudulent use will be subject to 
criminal sanctions.
O’Kryn Plush is a trademark registered with the INPI (french registration).

Upside down or in full flight, Midnight is a fangtastic plush for night company. It’s 
perfect for Halloween and creatures of the Night. It remains only to choose the face 
and the ear flaps to personalize it to the taste of its future Master.

The difficulties of this plush are the assembly of the Wings to the body and the sewing 
of the angle between the head and the body. Pinning and taking your time are the assets 
to succeed without taking your blood away.

Necessary skills: 
- fuse interfacing
- sew corners and rounding 
- sew a dart
- topstitching
- sew a zigzag stitch or (satin stitch)
- make an invisible stitch by hand



Materials
Fabrics Yardage Recommended

A fabric (Body) 55 x 20 cm 
22’ by 8’

Medium fabrics: fake fur, polar fleece, 
minky fleece, felt, terry cloth

B fabric (Wings and 
Ears)

90 x 20 cm 
35’ 1/2 by 8’

Medium fabrics: felt, polar fleece, minky 
fleece, terry cloth

C fabric (Face) 12 x 8 cm 
5’ by 4’

Light fabrics: cotton (preferably plain)

Interfacing 12 x 8 cm 
5’ by 4’

Light or medium (H200, H250 ou double 
sided Vliesofix)

Others:
> basic sewing tools (sewing machine, scissors, threads, pins, seam ripper, fabric marker)
> needle for heavy fabric, size 14 or 16
> stuffing (11 grams - 0,4 oz minimum).
> marker pen (like Posca ©)
> extra strong thread (matched to A fabric: body)
> for Ear Flag: add contrasting fabric (10x20 cm - 4’ by 8’) + nterfacing (10x20 cm - 4’ by 
8’) 

• If you use light fabrics remnants: add fleece ply between ears and wings fabrics. 
Grainline is not shown on the pattern pieces. It is perpendicular to the stretch line. 

• Fabrics not recommended: two-way and high stretch knits, spider web.

Level Easy Medium Skillful

Fabrics Canvas cotton 
Cotton popelin 
Cotton satin

Felt 
Microfleece
Polar fleece

Corduroy 
Denim 
Minky 

Terry cloth 
Twill 

Velveteen

Crushed velvet 
Fake fur

Fake leather 
Panne velvet

Polyester satin

Fabrics difficulties table
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Midnight, from left to right, terry cloth, fake fur/
canvas and minky/felt.

Open the file in suitable software: Adobe Reader (free) is your friend. 
This pattern is intended to be printed on A4 paper.  
For the print size, choose «actual size» or «100%». 
Please, verify the dimensions of the test square before printing. If necessary, reca-
librate the printer.

Print

Sew for children
For the safety of sewing toys, each seam must be started and ended with a stopping 
point. Appliques need to be topstitched with a zigzag stitch. The invisible stitches 
require the use of an extra strong thread.

O’Kryn Plush is not responsible for the use of toys made from this model. Please check 
that your creation is secure and suitable for the child for whom it is intended.
Regular inspection is recommended to verify its integrity.

The 1cm or 3/8 in seam allowance (unless otherwise stated ) is included in the pattern.
Each seam must be started and ended with a back stitch to secure the seam.
The different parts will be designated by their name with a capital letter. 

This information won’t be specified again during the assembly instructions.

Important
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